According to a central cue (see Figure 1 ), they oriented sagittal plane, attentional benefits for stimuli aptheir attention toward one of two locations (5Њ to the pearing in subjects' temporal spatial hemifield dramatright and 5Њ to the left of the fixation box) to detect a ically decayed, even if the retinal stimulation was exstimulus that could appear either in the attended or actly the same as in the classical paradigm. The finding in the unattended location. The probability of stimulus that eyes and attention show a common limit stop appearance in the cued location (valid trials) was 70% point supports their close functional coupling. and in the uncued location (invalid trials), 30%. While maintaining fixation, subjects had to signify detection Results and Discussion of the stimulus as quickly as possible by pressing a switch. In 1867, von Helmholtz [8] first reported that, while keepEach eye was involved in two experimental conditions ing the eyes at the center of a picture, an observer can (see Figure 1 ). In the first condition, the screen was perceptually enhance the details of any part of the scene "canonically" placed in front of the subject (frontal conif he "concentrates his attention … simply by a condition). In the second condition, the screen was located scious and voluntary effort." More recently, several at the same distance but was rotated 40Њ to the right of brain-imaging studies aiming to describe the brain netsubjects' sagittal plane when the right eye was open work underlying orienting of attention showed that, alor 40Њ to the left when the left eye was open (rotated though subjects were required to keep their eyes still, condition). We selected the degree of screen rotation orienting of attention determined a brain activation patin order to keep the entire experimental display centered tern largely coincident with that specific for eye moveon the fovea and within the effective oculomotor range ments Neither the factor stimulus location nor the interaction between stimulus location and validity was statistisuch a relation might exist, they do not draw a congruent picture, probably because of the pathology-specific cally significant. In the rotated condition, the validity factor was not statistically significant. By using the Newcompensatory mechanisms.
Neither the factor stimulus location nor the interaction between stimulus location and validity was statistisuch a relation might exist, they do not draw a congruent picture, probably because of the pathology-specific cally significant. In the rotated condition, the validity factor was not statistically significant. By using the Newcompensatory mechanisms.
Here we show clear evidence of the strict dependence mann-Keuls post hoc test, we studied the interaction stimulus location ϫ validity (F(1,13) ϭ 2.03, p ϭ 0,18). The of attention on oculomotor processes in neurologically healthy subjects. We obtained such evidence by having pairwise comparisons revealed a statistically significant difference between valid and invalid trials for nasal consubjects orient their attention while they were affected by an experimentally induced "oculomotor deficit." ditions only. All in all, the present results suggest that attentional benefits are always present in the frontal Therefore, we interpret the perceptual enhancement consequent to orienting of visuospatial attention as the condition but not in the rotated one; it is evident from Figure 2 that, in the latter, valid trials were significantly consequence of the backward activation (from executive frontal/premotor areas to perceptual parietal/occipfaster than invalid trials for the nasal but not for the temporal condition.
ital ones) of the same circuits used by the brain to generate a saccadic response toward a visual stimulus. This Why is there a difference in attentional performance between nasal and temporal spatial hemifields for the hypothesis might explain the role of oculomotor involvement during visuospatial attentional tasks, both in hurotated condition? One possibility is that eye rotation somehow affects perceptual capability. However, three mans and monkeys, making the postulation of the existence of supramodal attentional centers unnecessary. strong arguments seem to go against this hypothesis. 
First, clinically assessed visual acuity was not influenced

